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Why Service Departments Should Eliminate 
Services 
 
It is rarely intentional, the causes are often rational, and the symptoms are seen everywhere. 
For some reason many groups that provide service internally to an organization lose focus on 
their reason for being. Yours may be different, but it happens to IT, HR, Finance and virtually 
any other group that provides internal services. Somewhere along the way advisors have 
turned into regulators, and well meaning turns into taking on too much. 
 
The unfortunate results are: 
• Roadblocks to progress 
• Projects that sit on the back burner far too long 
• A culture of US against THEM 
• A focus on inputs to the job versus outputs for the client 
• Measures that track progress as the number of incidents, hours spent or events held vs. 
results achieved. 
 

Service departments too often see themselves as 
enforcers at worst or deliverers at best. 
 
Some may argue that satisfying regulations, preserving profits, or keeping the store safe and 
the electronic bits protected do not relate to income and profits, but those people are just too 
close to their work to see how it fits in the grand scheme. If there is no direct impact on an 
organizations ability to deliver on its mandate, then there is absolutely no need for that job 
function. If there is a need, it had better be found and communicated. 
 
To improve the situation, what is required is a vision within the service organization that the 
sole purpose for being is to support the mandate of the business, and then a strategy 
developed and implemented that will move people in that direction. 
 
Implementation implies putting some thing in place. Rolling out new software, documenting a 
new set of policies or hosting events are examples, and often the sole measurement is the 
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number of smiles on the feedback sheets or number of computers upgraded, but measures of 
this sort are no indicator of results achieved. What are needed are outcome based measures. 
 
The first step is to identify new measures of success that indicate the real change has 
occurred. That the client situation has improved. Don’t treat your services as a checklist of 
things that must be put in place. Having a policy in place does not improve the situation, nor 
does enforcing the policy. What does improve the situation is being able to see the results of 
good decisions which just may be communicated through policy awareness. 
 
The second step is to recognize that formulating a strategy does not mean creating an 
implementation plan, but rather choosing the direction and identifying the associated changes 
that must take place. From there the proper measures can be identified and subsequently work 
plans can be created that support the objectives. Though it may be a mile stone, delivering 
software to the desktop is not an objective. Providing the means to accelerate business results 
is. 
 

You can’t do it all, so don’t stand in the way when 
someone wants to do it themselves. 
 
There is a misconception that technical experts are innovators. While it is true that many can 
innovate, any technical expert who has been in the support field for more than a couple of 
years is much more likely to prefer stability over innovation. There are enough challenges 
keeping the shop running without intentionally introducing unknown quantities to the mix 
unless it is the next version of a technology that they have already deployed. 
 
As a result, very few innovative ideas come from the Information technology branch of an 
organization. It is just not where their minds are focussed. Where they are focussed is on 
creating the stability that their organization measures them on, and in order to maintain that 
stability they impose standards and restrictions on the business units use of technology. 
 
End users are much more likely to experiment, and thus the battle of us versus them begins. 
 
Create structure so that you could support the doers, and you will have an easier time even if 
you are the doers. 
 
Having taken on the dual role of “implementers of technology” as well as “keepers of 
technological stability”, the IM/IT shops are not only in potential conflict with the business units 
who are looking for innovative solutions, but also conflicted internally with some inevitable 
degree of in fighting whenever one section of the IT branch proposes a solution that may 
impact the stability and work load of another section. 
 
What we see is a group dedicated to providing business solutions and naturally wanting to own 
the solution, yet conflicted by their internal need to provide a stable environment. This leads to 
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an inability to move forward on many of the simplest end user requests since the evaluation 
criteria is drawn from opposite ends of the technology spectrum. 
 

You need some selection criteria to identify what you 
must do, what you’d like to do, and what you are willing 
to let go of. 
 
A fundamental part of a solid Service department strategy is to identify areas that are regarded 
as core competencies, and focus on doing those well. A second part of the strategy is to 
identify how requests that fall outside of those competencies will be dealt with. Commonly, 
those requests are denied or are taken on with such low priority that the end result is either 
week or is never reached. 
 
 

Leading Edge Core 
Infrastructure 

Operational 

Needs innovators to 
initiate 
 
Must be figured out 
 
Non standard 
 
Lessons learned 
 
New processes can be 
identified 
 
Risky 

High expertise level 
required (specialized). 
 
Shared resources 
 
Controlled services 
 
Economies of scale 

Relatively easy to 
implement and support 
(skills can be acquired or 
resources found quickly 
and inexpensively). 
 
Close to the client 
 
Can be accomplished 
using a relatively small 
budget 

 
 

Determine what you are and can do well, and act as 
advisors and interested observers in areas that will always 
be chronically under-serviced. 
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Summary 
Being client centered used to be a worthy goal, but many service organizations have not truly 
achieved success in this area. Your organization may be different, but I have witnessed that 
while many organizations meet their service level agreements in keeping things running, there 
are no real client-centered results to show for it. 
 
For client centered to be effective, there must be a common attitude towards what this means 
not just as the senior levels, but at all ranks throughout the organization. 
 

Responsible to the client 

Does Mean Does Not Mean 

ü Set common priorities 
ü Know who the real client is 
ü Driven by client strategy (direction) 
ü Having a process for identifying 

new client service to provide 
ü Advisor rather than enforcer 
ü Having a means to deal with 

exceptions 
ü Being willing to let go 
ü Providing for outcomes rather than 

simply focusing on inputs 

v Saying yes to everything 
v Being all things to all people 
v Being reactive rather than 

proactive 
v Using measures that simply 

identify how busy you are on 
activities that you believe the client 
wants. 

 


